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I have lived for many of good years 

Had both happiness and some tears 



Looked at the clouds and sky of blue 

Enjoyed the birds and morning dew 

Loved my family, my world and soul 

Have very little & no fortune of gold 

For the ones that will carry my name 

I leave no statues, no legacy of fame 

But I find much content despite it all 

And found peace should heaven calls 

When the day comes and I’m not here 

Wind blows a soft whisper in your ear 

Life is very precious that we all share 

Children laughter and birds of the air 

Live it well, each and every single day 

Stop, smell the flowers, smile and play 

A gentle whisper of the renewal of spring 

A heart full of happiness that peace brings 

 

 



 

BALANCE OF LIFE 

There can be no joy without equal pain 

Balancing scales of our life to maintain 

A bird can only fly with parallel wings 

Rhythm of eternal cosmos and all things 

The realm of Light contrasted with dark 



Flooding rains with colorful rainbow arc 

A baby will tumble and fall from the start 

Learning gravity a young pulsating heart 

Unfolding future is rooted in the deep past 

Learning and dreaming of splendor to last 

Death rises from life and life out of death 

Forever revolving and flow of living breath 

Equilibrium of fulfilment balancing scales 

The harmonious essence of contented sails 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

OLD FASHION LOVE SONG 

The good ole days of music are gone it seems 

An old time radio & imagination and dreams 

In the homes of yesterday where they played 

With such captivating echoes back in the day 

Chimes of sweet harmony and rhythm of gold 

Songs that pulled on the heart strings so bold 

Songs of poetry, stories of life and milky sky 

That touched the deep soul and will never die 

Radio of the night & first thing in the daylight 

Playing an Old Fashion Love song and so right 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SEALED WITH A KISS 

Pen and scented paper, love letter of heart 

Waiting on the mailman and now a lost art 

When ink and paper were the only choice 

And writings of love carried a sweet voice 

A slower but meaningful time of life’s pace 

Only words in an envelope but heart races 

Today, a finger and instant text or message 

An abbreviated signal from where you stand 

No letter sealed with a kiss from another land 



TWINKLES IN MY SEINE 

At water’s edge and green world around 

Nature kisses of water & hush profound 

Rhythm of misty shore where fish sleeps 

Seine floats quietly in water not too deep 



Good time to pull up and check my seine 

Land of waters, sunshine and pouring rain 

Hauling with one hand while other steers 

Hopes of mighty catch, smiles and cheers 

Jumps, flashing and twinkles of sieving net 

Many fish to feast, for I have won this bet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[My dearly remembered first cousin- Terrance Murray [Rt.] and family 

Rockstone-Essequibo] 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

READY, SET, GO! 

Footprints of a simple barefoot boy 

Discarded tire and stick his only toy 



No gadgets & just a roller in the sun 

Making him strong and so much fun 

Laughter of promise on smiling face 

Memories of running the same race 

A marble game then some shave ice 

With thick condense milk will be nice 

Remember the days of ready, set, go 

Nostalgic indeed to watch him glow 

 

 

 

 

 



 

COW IN THE STREET 

A problem with lots of ins and outs 

Streets with livestock walking about 

So bad that they need an extra lane 

Street or cattle trail despite complaint 

Herds of grazing cattle, goats & sheep 

Livestock loose and roaming the street 

Very simple suggestion to say the least 

Round them up and have a lovely feast 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MY UGLY MOTH 

Flopping and clumsy in flight 

Desperately searches for light 

Big unattractive brown moth 

Just a pest and likes eating cloth  

Tormenting me in the Guyana’s dark 

Camouflage like dried leaves and bark 

Ugly moth of fragile life that quickly ends 

Chosen me so unworthy and his only friend 



 

SLY MONGOOSE 

Nesting in a coconut tree under my nose 

A mongoose up high where breeze blow 

I never saw him but knew he got around 

Only telltale fowl feathers on the ground 



So I took advice and bought a guinea bird 

Early warning of squawks or so I’ve heard 

I kept a close eye on my coop of chickens 

Watching from the window of my kitchen 

The mongoose attempted to climb down 

Then panic and squawks made him frown 

Frustrated by the noise he could not take 

He moved out, changing his diet for snake 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

STAR APPLES 

Kisskadees sings and passes 

Star apple sweet as molasses 

Gleams and shines of tree top 

Ripe star apples afraid to drop 



Trees laden with many to take 

The branches needs good shake 

A jolt before a rattle and a thud 

Fruits finally falling then a flood 

Cut across to see the star so neat 

The yummy juicy pulp I will eat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GUAVA JELLY 

My guava tree 

I still think of thee 

Ripe in the morning air 

Guyana, where fruits bear 

Big and juicy makes me dribble 



Pick before blue saki gets a nibble 

Pink delicious and good to the seeds 

My mouth can’t wait to eat with speed 

Ripe ones boiled into cheese, jam and Jelly 

Spread over toast or crackers & good for my belly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

PLUM ROSE WISH 

Plum rose aroma by the riverside 

I can still inhale your flavor inside 

Delicious fruit swaying in blue sky 

Hanging from the tree way up high 

Fragrance strong and enticing treat 

So inviting, one I would love to eat 

Sweet plum rose of the morning mist 

Waiting by the gentle river & my wish 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SLEEP AND WAKE [Mimosa Pudica] 

 

Growing along where pathway lies 

A curious plant of Guyana’s skies 

It blooms attractive pink flowers 

And we use to play with it for hours 

I remember it as ‘Sleep and Wake’ 

A simple touch and that’s all it take 



Children watching at what happens 

Fascination on little faces gladden 

Amazing things along childhood track 

Sweet memories that takes you back 

 

 

 

 

 

THE END 


